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Russ Andrews has got the Power 
 
Reinforcing its position as the leader in hi-fi mains and power products, Russ Andrews has introduced its latest 

publication entitled “Power – Connect With Your Music”, to guide hi-fi enthusiasts through the principles of and 

reasons for good power management. 

 

The 36 page booklet explains why taking care of the mains supply is the most important upgrade and essential 

first step in improving the performance of the hi-fi system. The quality of the mains is widely accepted by the 

hi-fi industry as one of the fundamental reasons why hi-fi doesn’t always perform to its best. And, as an 

internationally acclaimed expert in the field, Russ Andrews explains why the problems exist and how to 

combat them. 

 

Having first started working on the importance of better quality mains over 30 years ago, the company has 

developed a series of upgrade steps and products designed specifically to improve the quality of mains 

powering the hi-fi, without imparting any unwanted detrimental effects. The new publication, part educational 

guide and part catalogue, shows the steps required to get the very best out of the hi-fi system using products 

that have been designed by Russ, his R&D team and in partnership with highly respected external 

consultants, that are available exclusively from the Russ Andrews company. 

 

The first step recommended by Russ is to fit dedicated power cables to the equipment, replacing the standard 

‘out of the box’ cables supplied by the manufacturers. Upgrading with a Russ Andrews power cable, with its 

unique Kimber Weave construction to reduce the transmission of unwanted RFI into the sensitive electronics, 

is an essential starting point. Russ Andrews created the first commercially available audiophile power cable to 

be sold in the UK and has, to date, sold well over 60,000 in the UK and around the world. Following the guide 

in the book, users can select which cable is right for their system and learn in which order the hi-fi components 

should be upgraded. 

            …/ 



 

The power cables lead neatly on to multi-socket blocks, some of which contain the company’s proprietary 

mains filters. These are also available as stand-alone products and include such long-standing favourites as 

The Silencer and Purifiers, products that work to provide wideband noise filtering and sit in parallel to, not in 

series with the equipment – essential to ensure the filter does not impart any kind of sonic signature on the 

music itself. The recently introduced Power Purifier is explored in detail, showing how this modular product 

combines many of the different filtering techniques into a one box solution, for a simple, clean and 

unobtrusive, but highly effective upgrade. 

 

The next subject covered is the importance of grounding or earthing equipment. Russ has spent considerable 

time researching the importance of earthing and the various different ways it can be done. He has come up 

with a simple to follow programme that explains the best way to earth hi-fi equipment, the order and manner in 

which to connect the components to the ground and why it is important to use RF Grounding equipment to 

remove unwanted radio frequency interference from the system. 

 

Installation upgrades, including high quality consumer units, specialist wiring for hi-fi mains circuits and the 

importance of using good quality wall sockets is covered next, with the all-important caveat that mains 

installation work must be done by a qualified electrician. 

 

The final sections of the booklet explain the theory behind the use of balanced mains units, how and when to 

install them and the reasons why it works and why it is used in many professional recording studios. External 

replacement high-quality AC and DC power supplies for components such as DACs and headphone amps are 

explored, together with various accessories such as plug adaptors and audiophile grade fuses. 

 

“Power – Connect With Your Music”, is a must read publication for anyone interested in getting the very best 

out of their hi-fi system. It is available free of charge direct from Russ Andrews. 

 

Images from https://www.dropbox.com/sh/x61w77d78egocvs/AAD6onW9JWkV1ZtD3wCVGJUna?dl=0 
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Notes to editors 
Russ Andrews is a hi-fi and home cinema company, founded in 1986. 
Based in Cumbria, UK, the company designs, manufactures and sells its products from its Kendal headquarters, 
employing 12 people. The product range includes Hi-Fi and Home Cinema mains cables, interconnects, speaker cables, 
supports, accessories and Hi-Fi equipment. As well as manufacturing its own Russ Andrews brand products, the company 
is the sole UK distributor for the well-regarded US specialist cable company - KIMBER KABLE. It also sells products from 
Ruark Audio, selected Meridian products, Ringmat, AKG and WBT connectors among others. 
 
Russ Andrews’ product range has been built up since 1986, with many products designed by chairman and technical 
director Russ Andrews, who has over 40 years experience in the hi-fi industry. Russ originally started out as a hi-fi dealer, 
becoming a Research and Development consultant for several major British manufacturers, before setting up his own 
company. 
 


